Monday at Camp Naz

The first day of the second camping week for the children of our diocese was a lot of fun. The morning started off with matins, where everyone sang beautifully as always. Later on that morning, everyone played one of the activities offered in the sports program here at Camp. Everyone got to capture a flag, volley a ball, dance, play 9-Square, or got to go on our ropes course.

Later on in the day, the time came for our sweet evening events. The younger campers enjoyed a sweet pool party and learned how low they can go in the limbo contest. Meanwhile our older campers got to mix and mingle with one another.

While the first day was filled with fun and joy, the second case of the missing sticky buns has reached its second day. Only one day remains to solve the mystery or Wednesday morning will lack the sticky buns’ sweet taste.

“And I by my works will show you my faith.”
- James 2:18
"… So then, our job is not to lead religion where we wish to go, but to follow it where it leads, and not to give that which is our own to our heirs, but to guard that which has been given to us."

~ St. Vincent of Lerin